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The ADDRESS Spanish workshop was

held in Bilbao on October 27th, 2011.  It

was hosted by the International Electrical

Equipment Conference (IEEC 2011)

organized by Tecnalia. Around 40 people,

mainly from the Spanish energy and ICT

sectors, attended the workshop, where the

main concepts developed within the

ADDRESS project were presented.

Active Demand (AD) management in

households represents an opportunity to

interact with consumers in order to get a

better knowledge of their habits, and to

work together to make an efficient use of

the energy resources, infrastructures, and

communications.

At the beginning, Roberto González

(Iberdrola Distribución Eléctrica S.A.U.)

presented an “Overview of the project”.

The main features and players involved in

the project were described, from the

Distribution Sistem Operator to the

residential consumers, and the benefits

and needs for each player related to the

AD were illustrated. The focus were the

main developments of the project,

Aggregator and Energy Box (EBox). At the

end of the presentation, the three field test

where the developed technology will be

tested were presented: Spain, France and

Italy.

After the general overview, in two

subsequent presentations the SW and HW

of the EBox and its communication with the

rest of devices inside consumer premises

were illustrated.

First, José Antonio Rodríguez (University

of Comillas) presented “The software of the

Energy Box: A challenge to integrate a

complex optimization algorithm”, where the

complexity of the internal algorithm of the

EBox was described. The requirements for

this algorithm were illustrated taking into

account the specific needs for the field

tests directly involving consumers: air

conditioning for the Spanish field test and

electric radiators for the French one.

Then, Txetxu Arzuaga (ZIV) illustrated the

EBox HW and its relationship with the

household appliances in the presentation

“Energy Box @ home: Interconnecting

smart & non-smart devices”. Zigbee

communication and the information

exchanged between the devices inside the

house was presented. The main

differences between Spanish and French

field tests were illustrated, with focus on

the HW.

Last but not the least, Joseba Jimeno

(Tecnalia) introduced the Aggregator

toolbox through: “Aggregator toolbox:

Demand response modeling under

dynamic pricing scenario”. The objectives

of the Aggregator were shown through the

description of the different modules of the

toolbox and the definition of the

optimization algorithm of the Aggregator.

A couple of examples of these functions

were depicted in order to show the

objectives reached with this tool and its

future uses for the field tests.

Before closing the workshop, a 45' Q&A

session was taken. The participants were

interested in the future steps of the

ADDRESS project and in particular in how

to recruit the consumers for the Spanish

field test.

After nearly 3 hours, the workshop was

closed, with great satisfaction of all the

participants.
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The active participation of domestic and

small commercial consumers to the energy

market will be an essential ingredient of the

smart distribution grids of the future.

In order to both enable and exploit the

flexibilities and services provided by

massive demand side participation, the

distribution network control has to be

enhanced introducing new functions at the

Distributor System Operator (DSO) Control

Center level and also along the Medium

Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage (LV)

distribution networks. High levels of Active

Demand (AD) penetration will imply also

the need to improve the state estimation of

MV and LV networks. This will be possible

with real-time measurements and

decentralized intelligence in the HV/MV

and MV/LV substations.

So, within the ADDRESS project, the DSO

architecture foresees three levels:

1. the DSO Control Centre level, for

network operation and AD management;

2. the HV/MV substation level, to enhance

MV network monitoring and to enable

different strategies for Voltage

Regulation and Power Flow control;

3. the MV/LV substation level, to enable

functionalities needed for LV network

monitoring.

When an AD product is provided, ex-ante

verification of its technical feasibility is

necessary to give the DSO and

Transmission System Operator (TSO), if

involved, reassurance that there will be no

problems in the network operation. In such

a context, although the DSOs and the

TSOs may not be the buyers of the AD

products/services, they are asked, at the

least:

to define and publish the location

information of each consumer. This is the

Load Area and allows to detect the

network portion where AD products are

purchased and sold;

to verify whether carrying out AD (i.e.

increase/decrease of power demand at

specific network location and at a specific

time) is compatible with secure and

reliable network operation, and to publish

a response.

On the other hand, being the DSO a

commercial player in the AD market, its

control centre shall also include new

functions providing technical support to the

decision-making process.

Therefore, some new functionalities are

needed and other have to be improved in

order to enable and manage the AD. They

are included into the

(MVCC ) and can be

functionally grouped in the following

modules (Figure 1):

?

?

Medium Voltage

Control Center

Figure 1. MVCC overview
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Figure 2. MVCC interface view: Flexibility Table and Load Area Pubblication

-

(DMS),

(NIS) and , the typical Control

System functions

-

(ADMS ), the  interface between DSO

and the other actors participating in the

AD market, like Aggregators (economic

agents who plan and collect the AD)

- , used for the DSO decision

making process, helping it to select the

most suitable solution to solve a network

problem including AD

Actually, the DMS, NIS and SCADA

functionalities to be introduced or upgraded

to take into account the AD are :

1. Network Model (compliant with the

international standards)

2. Load Area and Flexibility Table

(maximum power variation allowed)

calculation

3. Validation of AD products

4. Generation and Load Forecasts

5. Power Flow and Voltage/Reactive

Power Control

6. Network monitoring and measuring

system

7. Distribution State Estimator

Distributor Management System

Network Information System

SCADA

Active Demand Management System

Market Tools

The ADMS new functionalities developed

for the ADDRESS purposes are the

following:

1. Interface with TSO in order to ensure

a coordinated validation process

2. Load Area and Flexibility Table

publication

3. AD validation management

The MVCC for the ADDRESS project will

be implemented on an AD Server, a

machine that resides within the DSO

control centre. The interface between the

DSO and the other Market players is

shown in the Figure 2.

With the aim of validate these new MVCC

functionalities with AD products visible at

MV network level, field tests will be

performed in Italy (Molise Region) under

the responsibility of ENEL Distribuzione, on

MV and LV networks supplied by the

HV/MV Carpinone substation.

All information about the MVCC

architecture and functionalities can be

found in the Deliverable D3.1, available on

the ADDRESS website

.www.addressfp7.org

NEXT ISSUE

The ADDRESS newsletter n. 7 will be published

in March 2012.


